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CAST YOUR EYES OVER
THE LIST THAT MAKE UP
The Vandersloot
Mand. & Guitar Folio No. 4.

"The Four Aces" March Two Step.
"Vandervook Bomb" Medley Overture.
"The Tournament" March Two Step.
"Sounds from The Valley" Waltz.
"Observatory" March Two Step.

"Nippon" Intermezzo Two-Step.
"A Royal Prince" March Two Step.
"The L.A.W." Waltzes.
"The Fire Master" March Two Step.
"Capitol" March Two Step.
"Reciprocity" March Two Step.

"King O' Crap"Characteristic March.
"After All" Waltz.
"When A Lady Leads the Band" March.
"Last Days of Pompeii" March Two Step.
"Asaroth" March Two Step.
CAST YOUR EYES OVER THE LIST THAT MAKE UP

The Vandersloot
Mand. & Guitar Folio №7.

"I Wonder How The Old Folks Are At Home" Waltz.
"Jack Of Spades" March Two Step.
"Angel Kisses" Serenade.
"Dinner Bell" March Two Step.
"Minstrel King" (The) March Two Step.
"Sunbeams and Shadows" Waltz.
"Pacifist" (The) March Two Step.

"Four Of A Kind" March Two Step.
"Golden Wedding" Waltz.
"Pioneer Limited" March Two Step.
"Back At Dear Old Home Sweet Home" March Two Step.
"Sunbeams and Shadows" Waltz.
"Pacifist" (The) March Two Step.
"A Jolly Sailor" March Two Step.
"Snow Maiden" (The) Waltz.
"Happy Hearts" Waltz.
"Dream Pictures" Serenade.
"Pepper Sauce" A Hot Rag.
"Chill Sauce" Rag.
TRY THESE SAMPLES CAREFULLY

Killarney

Jack And Jill

BO-PEEP

March Two Step

Maryland

A Rural Festival

Two Step

"Heaven's Artillery March"

Baldwin Commandery.

March and Two Step

Thunder and Lightning.

THE TOURNAMENT

March and Two Step.

"The Buffalo Flyer"

March & Two Step

THE TWELFTH REGIMENT.

March and Two Step

Cuban Independence.
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